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Motivation
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PostBus wants to 
- win new segments of demand,
- with new concepts of offer, 
- in challenging areas for public transportation.
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3 steps
1. Qualitative Survey
2. Revealed Preference Survey
3. Stated Preference Survey
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} Quantitative
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Qualitative Survey
• Data: GPS tracking (10 days) + interviews
• Sample: 20 persons 
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Contributions
• Transport mode choice is deeply ingrained 
in lifestyle
• Changes in mode choice happen mostly 
during life course transitions
• Car users have network patterns, while 
public transport users are drawing clusters
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Course of actions
• Information 
- e.g. smartphones app
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Revealed Preference Survey
• Data: 
- Past and present practices of mobility
- Opinions and attitudes
- Socioeconomic data
• Sample: 2000 out of 20’000 persons targeted 
in 57 peri-urban and rural communes
• Goal: describe and understand practice of 
mobility in theses areas
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17 Revealed Preference Survey














• Territorial evolution of the 
offer, 2000-2009




• Geographical analysis of 
offer and demand
• Perception of modes 
(adjectives)
• Typology of users
• Factors of the mode 
choice of respondents
• Market shares for modes
Revealed Preference Survey
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Results
• Cost, travel time, 
distance have a negative 
impact on choice of PT
• Inhabitants in German-
speaking areas are more 
likely to use PT (since 
the offer is higher)
• For a simple trip 
(routine, home-work-
home), preference for 
PT
• Negative attitude 
toward PT incites to use 
car. It’s typical for 
persons:
- living in Vaud and 
Delémont areas
- with a high number of 
cars
- with low education
Revealed Preference Survey
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Contributions
• PostBus is used for routine trips, 
but leisure and shopping trips are complex
• PostBus usage is favored by frequency higher than 
1 pair of trips per hour 
• Very strong regional differences (offer, image, practice)
• Growth potential on lines to cities and railway stations
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Stated Preference Survey
• Data: choices for different new services
- seasonal tickets for new mobility services
- new services in their personal daily loops
- new information services
• Sample: 504 out of the previous 2000
• Goal: estimate demand for new services
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Long term decision : 
seasonal ticket
Stated Preference Survey
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Short term decision: 
personal daily loop
Stated Preference Survey
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Contributions
• Market shares for new services
• Optimal pricing of season tickets and 
information services 
• Customer profile
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Market shares for yearly tickets
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http://transport.epfl.ch/optima
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